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iso..1 the final evalu Thire-pOrt of,-/.the'Nat.ional Science. Foundation-

[.-spOnOre;c1 project, ul-turnan. Beihgs,'-and Their Env,iroriment.,": The pu.rpOse of

''' 0e-project, is .to develop and disSeminate interdiScipyinary instructiOrial
, t., / . , :, /- / ,

'emateHals/-.iri si'ence,edecation that fOcu/S: on. huMan beiiigs ,and their'

implc;t,:' on' nine eriOronMentallytiimPortant areas wi,thln ;the ?ont.inentalf

1 , 'United Sates. ,. The' project, Conducted by the Leagil./4"'leor Innovation in.

...?./.

the.,... tommtini ty Coll e ge and the Peril to COOminity, Coil ege ti^'1 ct , ca..1.1s
'4 ./.': -, ''',.,- ' ; , : . , T' - 4 (.' , ,H: , 1

. r , ,'
,

'1. `For. 3Z faculty 'merterS'W,Orking .1 n /interdiScipli nary'. teams , to oeVel op-, `'-

ii-
-1,' := ,,, ,/ /' ' - ,/ /,. /, s', - --- li ,t '''-ii-s i-ucti,onal matervals: -Two workshop reaCh:l,asti,ng two Weeks were, held

..' () /II

,The,.three ong-range go,alr of program were

deveTop, proces ; :fieldtest; andtrevi se inte

/,,
insthat-0 onal Tricdul es:

To ithp,rove science 4ns.trtiCtIOn through utilization c):- inter

'disci pl i nary .1 nstruqf Onal -modul es which wi 1 1 demonStrate for
sudesitS tnesreltio,n,ships slcientific con-Cepts- and the

, ,

.1

actions of human° bei pgs ;i'n their en ronments .

To disseminate' instructional mater als to the 48 colleges 1



League for Innov.ati on and provide , an opportunity for national

distribution.

The more iffmedi-die projec t results anticipated are

-A.

five hi:1=01.01 ity ns Ltructi ona modules will11 be produced at each
0-

of the two environmental te .workshOpS-.: Thus ,y a total of ten nigh-
_

quta ty Maxi -instructi onal modul es..developed by inierdisci abr..

teams-on twos ected env1rOnMenta si tet will be, produced. The'
. .

-patki-get a dct materials.. 001 be-designed for use in regul ar science

cours:;'::as',Supplementary Work and/or ',Independent Study for coM7
, A .

,.1.11171h tY col leg e't tUdefts , and citizen- oriented science education

programs-

.

.,

.., ,31 total, (2,--i. q?rilip:IL6.19d9les, of instrUcti on -devel oped :-by individuals.

on s e, l e c t ed_environ)Me n U,, l 'sites wi 1 1 al sO be :produced.: At l east:
.

. .. .. 7. ,

''10,of these will:,pleett#01,bj9fies'tstaTdat'O'S Of, instructipndi.product:

deV t

Science?-edlicators'4n-;:the ceinMhity... col legg. will increase their"
r

led cit 4602,1: environmental which can 6e-di re,ptIy transferred

to-t-Mblits in the,jpstrqCti on0 'setting,.

Continuing- 'AielOpment of a network of .ScienCe:eduCators in leading.

community ,eol I get will be- fostered.'

O



E-valuation Of:SuMmer .WarkS.ho

M't the conclusion of the summer workshops, progiam

key prbject administrators. were asked tO-di.falj.latei.

icipants and

extent to which
/they felt the objectives of the wbrkshops were a,chieved. 'The results of

their evaluationV, .presented in an.earlier report (Friedlander?, 1979' ) ,

showed that the/two\ workshops had been very successful in achieving the
/ - .r

prOject objectfves Potential ly useful ',drafts of ten cinterdisci pli rrary

ihstructional modules, aid ten.micro/-modules-. were develipped; faculty
,

.
I ,

members who took, part in the 'works/ hops in, ,creased their knowledge of special

' senVironmental areas; the participants learned to develop instructional('
,

and instructors were able to e clian,ge ideas With 'e 1 leagues from

.arfous discipline5- and other colleges.

eevelo e t of Instructidnal

The drafts of the module produced during the summer workshops were for-
J /

warded to instructional desjgn experts for furth,ey,development;.The modufes

were revised to conform tO a ,tandarcl instrucilonal ,forMat, 'edited for-,

clarity and appropriate reading level, and §upplernented with art.'Work
.

and .slides. By June,: 1979; most of the .instruCtiOal paci.a'ges were f.:e a dy

o G

1Friellander% Jack Evaluation Report on FHuman eing5
. Their EiNironment.'

Cente for/ t} StUdyi Community .Colleges: Lo -Angeles-,,GA. .1979.
, , A e
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to be peer/reViewed and field tested.

Vik*

'Field Resting -of hodul es'

Methodology

a -,

During the sUrriner:,(J-une through September) -of 1979, 'each f the completed

instructional modules (12-out of 14) end mini-modules:(3 out.of 10) was

sent to faculty meobers;,at de or more community colleges. The instructors

were asked to,oaview the module(s) and then. to res'ciOnd to qUestions on the

Peer Revfew Form (See Appendix) Concerned with the strengths, weaknes'ses',

suggestions for improvements, and potential uses of the. self-instructional

1.Tateri al s.

The instructors were also asked to select one or-m.6re of their students

to complete,, the self-instructional module.' Upon completion of ..the. unit,

students were asked .to fill out thp Student Response Sheet.(See Appendix).
,

The items on this form required students to evaluate the, elf-c,instructional.
, /.

paokage in terms of its clarity, value, length, level;of\iillerest, strengths,

weaknesses,, andritotential uses. The number of instructors (peer reviewers)

and students whb evalyated each

1,

_

f the modules. are presen ed in Table-1.

Results Of Field Tests

Evaluations of the.: self-instructiongl modules are based on-responses to

, ...
. the Peer Review Form and the Student Response Sheet. The, results of their



Table 1

1-Number of Peer ReViewers and Students

Who Evaluated'Eachof theModules

Jnstructional
. - Module

Mojave Desert: Physical Factors

'Mojave Desert: Desert-Plant Communities-
and Ecological Relationships

Mojave Desert: Common. Desert.Animals,
and Ecological Relationships

A : .

k. , *,''.

..Mojave Desert: Current Environmental
:Ataws

.
0

Mojave Desert:. Mends HuMansl-lave Used
tO'Change the Envi-raMent

,

.v

7

Y.

1.

,'Numter of Number of-,
Peer ReViewer5 Student Reviewers

3` 7

Mojave Desert: Problems 'and.'Futuee ProspectS

Mojave Desert: Action Strategias..for
Environmental Protection

NOrthern Sierrallevada: The Rhys4cal
Environment

Northern Sierra Nevad'i:-Life Zones
and Plant Communities

Northern Sierra Nevada: Common Animals

Northern Sierra Nevada: Current Envirpn-
mental Status

Nprthern Sierra. Nevada:cPlanning-PrOcess
AwarenesS and Future Prospects,.

'Stream Erosion

'Biotic and. Abiotic Influenc

5

pesert Plants, Stem and Leaf Adaptations'

Total NuMber, of ReViewers.
1.

2 0.

1

4.

3

2

5 -.

c
'60
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evaluations have been summarized separately for the modules on the Mojave

,Desert and those:concerned.wit*Jhe Northern_Sierra Ne'vadas:. Vinettes,,

based on the comments made by faculty memberS (peer reviewers)and students,
,

are-also provided. for each of -tle:15 individual instructional.: modules.that
.

were-reviewed.

Summary of Peer Reviews

InstructOrs who responded-tothe Peer Review Form were asked: (1)to note

any particularly strong-features of the unit which should be retained;

(2)to,offer suggestions on how the package could beimproved; and,

assuming that the improvements they suggesbed were m , (3)10 rate on,

a three-point scale ("very useful.," "limited usefless," "not useful")

the,potential usefulness of the self-instructional materialsfor studentsl.

.participating in courses on general biology, ecology,:_ botany, geology, and

areas other than thoSe.incTuded-in this list.

For each of the two open-ended items, the written comments were first

identified'and then, placedInto meaningfUl .categories. The percentage of

peer'reviewers who miple a,convent in a partcular category was then cOmputed.
a.-

Responses-to the close-ended item on the Pear. Review Form were simply tabu-
(. .

lated

Strengths of Modules on Mojave Desert.

Over 30 percent of the instructors who evaluated a module op the Mojave



Desert noted that the unit they reviewed was particularly stng in its

"content (38%), organizatioh (31%), and:illustrations --slides, diagrams,

tables (31%). A smaller percentage of the instructors (25%) said that
. .

the questions embedded in the text were, excellent. The same percentage

of the peer reviewers felt that the entire,unitthey evaluated was silrong

and should be retained.

Suggestions for Improving Modules on Mojave Desert

Close to 45. percentof the peer reviewers sqggested that the unit they

evaluated could be imprbyed if sOme'o.the material was presented a bit

more clearly. According to the evaluators, the instructional units they

reviewed could be improved by making minor revisions in the practice

exercise D8%); by adding slides to helR clarify material presented in

the text;-and by presenting important topics which,were covered'in,greater'

depth (13%). Few instruttors 46%) expressed concern with the accuracy

of the content presented or with the length :of the unit.

Potential Uses of Mojave Desert Modules

Half of'the peer reviewers indicated.that the unit they evaluated might

be very useful if used in anecology,course. A much smaller percentage

of the instructors felt the module they reviewed would serve as a useful

instru :ional aid for courses in botany (19%), geology (19%), and general

R-'

biology (13%). Just over"40 percent of the evaluators listed one or more



_other dCeaslin which the unit they reviewed might be

Strengths of Modules op4lorthern.5ierra Nevadas'

One-third of the peer revie6rs'fibted ill-it the entire unit-they evaluated
-A

was strong afid should be(;etained in its current form.: Features of the.

modules:on-the NOrtherfi'Sierra Nevadas rated aS-particUlarly strong, by

the peer reviewers included the content (33 %), interesting and clear

pTesentatibn of information (27%), slides (20 %), and thef6rmat of the

exercises

Suggestions for Improving Modules on Northern Sierras,

Sixty percent of .the peer reviewerssuggested.that the unit each of them.'

evaluated could be improved if a few settions'of.the Material were presen-

ted in a clearer fashion.. TWo other features cf.the..units on the Noriherfi

Sierra Nevadas which more than ten percent of the evaluators_ felt needed

to be im07ved were the accuracy of -thecontent presented (20 %). and ,the

clarity of the slides (fro).

Potential Uses of Modules on Northern Sierra Nevadas

'About 47 percent of the instructors:rated,the particular module they.

. reviewed as potentially very useful for courses. in ecology. A much.Tower

percentage of.the peer reviewers felt that the =particular modUle they
.

evaluated. could .be potentially useful for courses. in general biology (27°x),
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geology (20V).,_ or botany (7%). However, most of the peer reviewers (87%)

identified one or more instructional areas where the packa-ge they evaluated

could be potentiaUy."Vgrj/ useful." To :illustrate, 33 percent of the
, -

instructors noted that persons who were interested-in learning about the

Sierras or who expected to visit them would find the self-inStructional

learning materials "very useful.,"

Summary of Student Evaluations

After; finishing one of the self-instructional units ,studeats were asked

to complete the Student Response- Sheet. The items 'on, this form asked

the reviewers: to -note any features of the unit which they.found int est-
..

Mg.; to identify parts of the unit that, were unclear:or confusing; to

offer suggestions on how the package could be improved; to indicate whether

all the materials and.intructions needed to complete the unit were provid7

ed; to lake recommendations on the potential uses of the module; and to

note whether or not thdy found the module reviewed to be' cl,ear,'4, enjoyable,

of adeqUate length, and valuable, or cohfusin.g, dull, too Jong, a Waste

oft'ne evaldatbr's. time.

Written commants to each of, the four open-ended items. were placed into

meaningful categories. the percentage of student evaluators who made

a comment irk a particular; category was then .computed. Answers to the

remaining two items bri,tliVr;Student Response0,heer were ?imply tabulated,





Strengths of- Modules on Mojave Desert

Just under 60,percent of theStudents'. noted that the content area
,

the unit they reviewed was ;very interesting and should.be retained.;

Other featUreSof the modules on the Mbjave Desert identified by some

of

students as helpful' Were the slides, maps, and illuttrations (22 %)., and

the,,practice.ekerCises (9%).. One-fourth of the students_ found the entire

unit they. revieWecLto be interesting and they,recommended that it be
y .

retained in its Oretent form. When.atked to identify parts of the:unit
ss

. that were unclear or confusIng,'96:percent of the ttudents Stated that all

of the materials they reviewed was easy,to understAd and well presented.

The remaining student evaluators noted that with some minor editing-of

the teat or illustrations, the self-instruCtion material they:reviewed

woUld.be clear and understandable.

One additional indication of the clarity of the instructional packages

was the finding that 93 percent of the students who were provided with the

total set of materials said , that they were able to complete the self-

instructional unit successfully. The remaining students reported that they

were not able to answer a question in the exercise section of the unit

from the materia4 provided.

Suggettions'for Improving Modules on Mojave Desert

Just under 20 percent of the respondents thought that the unit they reviewed

could be improved if an important topic presented was covered more thoroughly

10



.(19%) and/or if the' content of the unit was riised,to a lervel appropriate

for college students (19 %). Other SuggestionS offered by students on how

the units they evaluated could beimproVed included adding more visual
f.

aids or slides (14%) and reducing the length of theinOdule (14 %).

..Potential Uses of Modules on Mojave Desert

Close_to35 percent of the students noted that themodule they reviewed

`would be. useful to citizens interested in learning about the MojaVe Desert:
. .

A lower percentage of the reviewers tought the package.the.completed

would be-useful to students enrolled in courses on ecology (28 %), general

biology (22%), geology (19%), or for- non-science majors width little back-

ground in the,biological or ecological sciences (16%). ',A.

Student Descriptions of Modules on Mojave Desert

Students were provided with a 11.St of eight descriptive statements'and

were asked to indicate which of these captured their feelings about the

module they reviewed.- Nearly 85 percent of the students found the material

in the unit they'reviewed to be clearly.presented.. Jew of the students

found the instructional unit they worked on to be dull (6%) or confusing

(3%), and none of them fslt that completing the module was a waste of time

However, less tharr half of the students described their experience with the

seTf-instructional packages. to be valuable (47%) or enjoyable (38%). It

is important to note that many of the students were science majors already

11

O

o-



,familiar with the information covered in the unit and, as such, may not

have found their revieV, of familiar material to be valuable or enjoyable.

Strengths of Modules on Northern Sierra Nevadan

One-third, of the students reported that the content area of the module

they worked on was very interesting and should be retained. Other features.

of the instructionalpatkages Which'students identified,a,snelpful in

enabling them to learn ,the material presented were the 'slides and photo-

graphs (20%), quizzes, (7%), and the.underlining of:important )0bints (7%),

About 13 percent of the students noted that alt,parts ofthe unit they

completed were interesting and should be retained.

When asked to identify parts of the module that were unclear or confusing,

over 20 percent of the students reported that the illustrations (symbols,

graphs) were hard to interpret (33%); additional information.(diagrams,

slides, content) was needed to help clarify the content presented,(p%);

and that a particular section in the unit was not clear (2O% On the

other hand, some of the other students (27%) found the entire unit they

completed clearly presented and easy to understand.
O

In response to the question:on whether all the materials and'inZfructions .

needed to complete the-self-instructional package were available, 84

percent of'ihe students answered in the affirmative. The other 16 percent

of the reviewers did not find the inforMation presented in the module .

k

sufficient to answer all of the exercise questions.



Suggestions

Close to 30

.

for Improving ModuleS,On Northern Sierra:Nevadas

Percent of the students suggested that the module they reviewed

couldit improved if an fmportant topic presented was covered ih igreater

depth.; Oiher suggestions for imprOving the duality of the instructional

packages included: better isolation of critical information (13%); more

.

illustrations (pictures., maps) to help, clarify -important points (13%);--

andielimination of grammatical'errors

Potentialillses of Modules on Northern. Sierra Nevadas

A' relatively,. (47%) of the Students noted that the unit r'

they worked on would be helpful to individuals with little background in

tht life of the Northern Sierra Nevadas and wh ari interested iri.4te''arning

about this important geographical: area Fewel st dents felt that the module
e. r

they reviewed would be useful in courses on ecology (40%), biology (13%),

or.geology (13%).

StudentDescriptiohS of Modules on Northern -Sie-ra Nevadas

Over halrof the-students-(53%) felt the unit hey reviewed was clearly

presented and of satisfactory length. A smaller percentage of the students

described their experience with the unit they worked on a's. valuable (40%)

'and enjoyable (33%). 7Although,some of the'students considered the unit

they completed'to be dull (33%), too long(20%), or confusing (13%), no

one regarded their experience as a waste of their time.

. 13
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Summary of Field Test Results.

for Individual Modules

In the previous section of'this report, the results of the field tests

were combined to assess the overall effectiveness of the modules concerned

with the-Mojaye Desert and the Northern Sierra Nevadas. While this infor-
*&tti

Mation,proVideS important insights on the overall sUecess of this project,

it,masks sigriificant differences in the s engths and limitations of the

individual modules- reviewed. In this section the responses to the Peer

1.

Review Form anethe%Student Response Sheet have been summarized for each

of the maxi- and mini-modules that were evaluated. It is hoped'that the°
.

descriptions presented-belbw will provide diagnostic information to those

chtrged with revising',those modules that need to be strengthened:

Mojave`. esert: Me5hods flumansHave.Used 10

\ -Change the Environment

BY Two Peer Reviewers

When asked to cite the strengths of this module, one peer reviewer noted .

that it was generally.infOrmative. The other.reviewer found theModule
/

was well-researched, *Provided a good history of :the problems ieredi,
-v.

contained goad slideS. Neither of the reviewers noted the module, as °

"very useful" in Science-related courses However, they d d feel that this'll'

self-instructional unit would be of "limited usefulness" for courses

y.p:
14



general bi'ulogy, ecology, or ,geology.
6

By ,T/o' Student Reviewers'

The students 00 reviewed this unit described it as clear, enjoyable,-

valuable, and satisfactory, in terms. of-length. The students found the

information on the history of the de- rt to be interesting and ;

general-, the module to-be--informative. In the opinion ofone-Of ,the.

_
--reif wers, everyone should be exposed to ,this unit of instruction

increase
,.

increase awareness of what is.taking place In the desert envirdn-ment\.,

The other reviewer noted that this module would be valuable for specia4

interest groups and classes concerned with the environment.

to,
-Mojave DeSert: Ciirrent EnVironmental Status

By Two Peer Reviewers

Both instructors who-- reviewed thiS unit noted that it was well-written,

well-organized, and quite informative. The evaluators felt that this

modul'e might be "very useful" courses in ecology and of limited- use-
,

fulness for courses in general biology and geology.

By Two Student ,Reviewers-

One of the Students who worked, on this unit found it to be clear, concise,

and valuable, The reviewer did not feel that any changes in the unit

were needed. The other student who Completed this module described it as
ir 6

.1.5 .1:c7;
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clear, 'o proper 'length, but ,dull. He 'recbmierided that-this

I. be° improved by adding more vi sual ai ds

unit could

Mojave tiesert:-Pf661- ems and FOture ,Prospects

The three peer. reviewers reported that the topics covered in this module

Vere, extremely important :ann should -be--retained.' However, there were

; several featureS of .the identfiedby the evaluators thlal need to
°

be 'correctedAn "order to make this moduldah e'ffecti've instructional
42 7 . . , ..

According to the revieWers; this unit could be imprbved If there Were better
.. ... ...

' F.- - ri. '.

integration of the inform,ation presented, if certain top-its -were covered
. .

\more -fully, 'and if tIv.exe:TVises corresponded',t6 the objectives and content-.

of -4.the-instructional, package.. The reviewers noted, at once these improve-
1 - )

merits were made, the modules would be potentially aluable in. courses con-
--,

..

cerne.kwlth ecology, geology, and envi-ronmental sciences and, possibly,
\ , \ a:.

_

-,

architecN tural and 'engineering courses on 'planning and development:,

By Two Student Reviewers
- ,

who "i;`dBoth students w o worked ,n, this un'trt descri e it as' clear, enjoyable,

and valuable---One student ,found 'the section on plans for detigned energy'

efficient horses to' be very interesting. The other revl Bier identified.'

several of the exercises as being ..helfu'l in'ehabling him to heart' l the

material presented. In the, student' opinion, this unit could be utlilifed

by individuals enrolled in courses in biology, etology,:california history,

'and solarized heat. construction.
,



rMbjave Desert; 'Action ,Strategies for nvironmental° Protection

By Tlistb.'Pee'rRevidwers

, -

flri,is unit was characterized by both revieWers:-. as excellent. The rave

-C'

i.. i , D ' cc.
. t,

review's 'given to.thismodule by the evalUatorS are captdred in7 the fol10 t. L.

fng qubtesr:- .7he method.bf question writigefor -eaCh-fcame was well done.

One of the best job's I've, 4er seem,."'' "The fOrmat'Of:input'and feedbag
. Er. : - . :., - .

'tis:excelleht.': "Thfs unit ShOuld, be dbusual 'interest to institutibns,

in".the $outhASt.-",,
. s,

'

Eap of the° reviewers thought, that this. unit woid d be "

courses in ecology and environmental awareness. One of the

also thoUght that thi's module: would be useful for courses in general biology,

evarOators

botany54,e ereti and natural :history of ,the desert, The afher -revieirei.
. :e

noted( tiat junior and senior pigh:sc*)1 studentS.might find this .Self-1,

Astruetjonal package Flel pful .

f'

By Thief Student Reviewers

The three'students who evaluated this un und . it -to' be clearly presented..

The evalUators differed in that one stude t stid the unit was enjoyable and

valuable; a second student noted that th length of the unit was satisfac-

tory; however, a third reviewer found the unit to be dull, 'repetitious,

7



the probiOns of the
r

to the ,reviewers,,. t'Os

,
that this unit could be improved if issues re ated°

desertVere coYePed in greater .depth-, Accorlirig

,;..r.

unit wo4ld be valuable for .students "in envi rOnmental
,. . ..

. ..,.
scienc courses. t

Mojave Desert - Natural History: Physical Factors

By Three. Pee, Reviewers

The three in§tructOrs. who reviewed)thi,S unit reported that it was wel17.

organized, clear, and- valuable-in terms of proYlding students' with good
/

i6dhtructory material on the Mojave ,De t. With :sortie -modifications' in:

th& Content, the reviewers felt that this self-instructional package would

.
for a-course in ecology or a more .specialized clas% onbe "vary usef

the Mojave Desert:

1
?,7

By Seven 'Student Reviewers

A total of Seven students enrolled in two community colleges reviewed

this module`. Four of the students were provided with written materials

and slides. These individuals fdund the unit to be clear, well-.organized,

enjoyable, valuable, and satisfactory in terms of length. The material on

th'e rain shadow effect, effects of clear desert skys on day 'and night

b.
temperatures, and plailt forms were identified by the reviewers as being

very interesting: One student noted that the slideS were helpful in enabling

him to understand the material presented. The three students whb were not

prqyided with, the slides gave somewhat less favorable evaluations of the'.

18



unit than those individusals who had the benefit of reviewiqg the entire

package. In general', the reviewers indicated that this self-instruftional

module would be helpful in a very basic geology class. Several of the

evaluators thought the material covered in- this unit was too elementary

and- lght be more appropriate for junior and senior high'School students:

4 .

Mojave Desert: Desert plant Communities,

and Ecological Rela ionshi s

By Three Peer Reviewers

4 ,
7

There. was some disagreement among the pper'rerewerS on.the usefulness''

of tFis unit.. One evaluator thought the 1)!IdUle was well-dpne,but the

content needed to be elevaPd to a level appropriate for collegc.studentS.

Another reviewer did not view the. modulelKs being very useful for any

particular type of college-level 'course. However, a third reviewer noteA"'

that the unit would be "Ivry useful" for courses in ecOlOgy or botany.
,

In'the opinion of the reviewers; this unit,could bea valuable instructional
F.

aid if improvvments.are made in the level and clarity of the content

and practice exercises.

By Nine Student Reviejers

In general, the students who worked on this module described it as clear,

enjoyable, interesting, and satisfactory in length. Several of the students

noted that the slides'helped facilitate their understanding of the subject

-matter preented. Most of the reviewers indicated that non-science majors
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with. 'little or no background in the biological or ecological sciences

would find this unit to be helpful.

Mojave Desert: Common Desert Animals and .

Ecological Relationships

o

By Two Peer Reviewers

o

AOne of the reviewers reportgp that the content oyhis module was well

written and the diagrams were clear and accurate. The, evaluator thclught

that thitt unit would be valuable for courses in ecology. The other'reviewep

did not feel that this unit would be "very usefur,41 any particular course

or program.

By Eight Student Reviewers

Each of the eight students who reviewed this instructional package found

it to be clear and very well presented, Four of the eight evaluators.

Tepoi-ted'that working on this unit proved to be a valuable experience.

One criticism expressed by several of the reviewers Was that the unit was

too long. Some of the reviewers thought this unit might be potentially

useful for students enrolled in courses on biologylk , ecology, and environ-
.

mental science.

Northern Sierra Nevada:

Current .Environmental Status

By Three Peer Reviewers

According to the peer reviewers, theinforMation presented 4n, this unit



is pertinent and provides a good 'overview of the-problems related.

this geographical region. , The instructors who evaluated this module

thought that it would be "very useful'; for courses in ecology'and natural

history. The evaluators' felt that this unit could be improYedsby:iden'ti-,

tying where the slides were-taken; integrating the slides with the text;

and correcting`' errors in grammar; and improving the structure of awkward

sentences.

By One Student Reviewer

The studerit who worked on thispdule'reported that it was clear, enjoy-

able, and valuable but a bit too long. The student enjoyed the slides

and felt ,that the self-quizzes helped her to learn the material presented.

In the reviewer's opinion, thiS module would be helpful in an introductory

ecology course.

Northern Sierra Nevada: The Physical Environment

By Four Peer Reviewers

In the words, of one of the evaluators, this module is "generally OK and

has the appearance of a finished product." The .reviewers noted that, this

self-instructional package might. be ",very useful ". in .a geology course..

One instructor recommended that-students should have some background in

earth science or geology prior 'to working with this package.. It seemi

that with a fewmOdifications, this package can serve as a good instruc-
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tional resource7for.students interested in--geology and the Northern.

Sierra Nevadas..

By Four Student Reviewers

Three of the four students who completed this unit reported that the

experience of doing so was valuable. ,TheSe,reviewers:aIsd felt comfort-

able with Vie length of the unit. Howeve alio! these.students hbted

that parts of the .U'r;i Were not clearly presented and, as a result,.
4

difficult to.undemtand. The other4reyiewer stated that he had some'7.

background in'geology and, as such, found this module:±to be clear but

too elementary. The main Criticism of this unit was that'some of. the,

illustrations (figures, graphs, symbols, maps) were confusing and

to interpret. Features of this package students identified as'interesting:

and helpful included the photographs and the discussions of the hittory

. and rivers of the Northern Sierra Nevadas. In general,the reviewers

thought that'this unit would be appropriate for students with little or

no background in geology.

Northern Sierra Nevada: Life Zones and

Plant Communities

'\
By Four Peen..Reviewers

The peer reviewers judged this module to be of high uality and ready to

be used by students in its present form. A particu rly 'strong feature .



oT thi unit' was the presentation on.-.4o1,7 the species are interrelated

One reviewer -noted that this mOdule could Se easfly adapied to slide/tape°

presentations. The peer reviewers observed that this instructional

package might behelkul to stujents,in%general biologYyecology,r

botarii or for-anyone planning to .visit .the Northern Sierra Nevadas.

By.Thrtee Student Reviewers

Thestudents.whO reviewed thiS unit noted .that most of the pre-.

sentedwas clear and enjoyablc. There were, lhowever,.a few paragraPhs

(partiallarly those concerned with the rock succession) that were unclear.

and in need of some editing. ..While7the students.:repOrted"most features..

Of the unit to be interesting and'informatiVe;-they felt-that:cert'ain

topics shOul&be Ooveredf'in :greater depth. In the opinion OPthe'reyiewers*
. .°

this unit would be appropriate fa-introdUctory courses in biology and

ecology,,,

Northern Sierra' Nevada:. Planning

Process-Awareness..and Future Prospects

By Two Peer 'Reviewers

There were mar d differences between the,two peer reviewers in their

'evaluations of thiS unit. One reviewer noted that this module covered

a 'rather dull subject fairly well ba'has no place- in a 'true' science

course." He indicated that perhaps.instructors of Sociology would find
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this unit to be helpful.. The other reviewer noted that. the concepts

addressed ift,this.module were.important, but the presentation of the

material Was often unclear and somewhat biased. The reviewer indicated

that if the major weaknesses in the text were corrected, this module

could provide teacher's of geology with a valuable instructional resource.

By Four Student. Reviewers

The students who reviewed.this unit described it as clear. but dull. In
4

general, the evaluators felt that the objectives of this module were
r.v

important and if developed properly, would prove to, be a valuable aid' in

a course on .environmental problems and planning. The students recommended'

that this unit be edited to eliminate all grammatical errors 'and awkward

sentences.

By One Peer Reviewer

The instructor.` who reviewed this mini-module noted that this unit might

be "very useful" in course(on ecology or'geology:.'However, th0 reviewer

thought that the content of the unit.may be too elementary for students'

Stream Erosion (Mini- Module)

at the 'college level.

By Three Student Reviewers.

ThestudentS who completed this MlpiModille on stream erosion found.

to be clearlX presented, enjoyable,-and appropiplatejn'terMs._of length:



d.

When asked to identify features of the unit which were interesting,.

unusual, or helpful, the students cited the sections on courses of

erosion, hydrolic mining, and logging. 'The slides were also cited as

being interesting and helpful.. Two of the three reviewers suggested

that this unit could be improved if more diagrams showing the processes

of.stream erosion were included. The reviewers thought this unit might

be useful in courses on geology.

Biotic and Abiotic Influences (Mini-Module)

By One Peer Reviewer

The tristructor who reviewed this unit thought that-it was excellent. The

reviler observed that using man as an example of an important influential

member of a natural community was a particularly strong feature of this

...410 sel f- instructional unit. In the reviewer's opinion,' this module could be

improved by adding a section on animal - animal interaction. The instruc-

tor,noted that this unit could be "very useful" for7courses in biology and',

ecology.

By Two Student Reviewers.

Although the student reviewers were not provided with the slides that

accompany this unit, they still found the module to be clear and under-

standable. The students thought that the slides Migt have made completing

this unit more enjoyable. One student commented that, the format (objectives-

tt,
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content-feedback) of this unit was'helpful in enabling her to learn the

material. Tbe major criticism made of this instructional package was

that it does not cover enough material.

Desert Plants, Stem and Leaf Adaptations

(Mini-Module)

Peer Reviewers

This unit had not been returned from the peer reviewers in time to be

included in this evaluation report.

$y Five Student. Reviewers

Most of the students who reviewed this module on Desert Plants, Stem and

Leaf Adaptations described it as clear, enjoyable, valuable, and appropri-

ate in terms of length. Aen asked to identify features of the unit that

were interesting, helpful, and should be retained, two of the four reviewers

who answered this question responded "all of it." The reviewers thought

that this module would be valuable to students in biology and bopnY.
A

O
Final Revision and Dissemination of Modules

According to the Project Director, infbrmation gained from the field tests

will be used to make necessary revisions in the interdisciplinary modules

to insure that. they are of high quality. Once all of the instructional

Modules are revised, a complete set of materials will be sent to each of



the 16. districts (representing 48 individual colleges) in the League for

'Innovation in the Community College. As currently envisioned, other

plans for dissemination of the interdisciplinary materials include having

project participants. at Cerro Coso College and Feather River College,,

conduct an invitational workshop for community colleges within their region

in order to display the modules and'provide instruction concerning their

utilization in science education.

Summary

6

At this point, it appears that nearly all of the, major objectives of this

project have been successfully. achieved. A set of high quality inter-

disciplinary instructional modules have. been developed with plans in

progress to make these materials available to science educators throughout

the nation; science instructors who participated in the workshops have

increased their knowledge of special environmental areas; workshop parti-

/
cipants have learned to develop instructional modules; instructors involved

in this project have been able to exchange ideas with colleagues from

various disciplines and colleges; and all those involved in this enterprise,

especially the key project personnel, have learned valuable lessdns concern-
-%

ing the development of interdisciplinary instructional module's. The

knowledge acquired from this project should prove tolbe very valuable in

future efforts to develop high quality instructional materials. In sum,

it appears that all persons associated with this program - from the princi-

pal investigator to the students who field tested,the modules - derived

benefit from their participation in this project.
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PEER REVIEW FORM

AS you review the unit; please note on.this Peet Revie
recommend DO NOT :WRITE-ON THE UNIT'ITSELF. Return the fo
in 'enclosed self-addressed envelope. ,Thank

Unit reviewed;

firm any. modifications you
and the unit immediately

Reviewer's name:

Sent:

`Date:

Institutional affiliation

What suggestions would you make for improving this package

(Use back side Or other sheets if needed) ,Nt

;
.

Please. note any particularly strong features of the unit which.should. be retained;

Listed below are a number of potential uses for self-instructional materials. Assuming
that the modifications you suggested were ddopted;please assess the importance of, this
package for each of these'potential uses. It might be helpful to review the package
objectives before you make these assessments.

very limited , not
)- Potential Uses useful usefulness useful-

Courses:...
*Genetal Biology
Ecology
Botany
Geology '

'Other (write in

I

SRI/NSF /League /Jan '79



Name

SELFINSTRUCTIONAL UNIT-- STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Title and Author of Unit

School Date Major

I

.

WRITE ALL ANSWERS ON SCRATCH PAPER. DO NOT MARK THIS UNIT:

THEN FILL OUT. THIS SHEET., USING.BACK SIDE IF MORE ROOM IS NEEDED.

1. Were any parts of'the unit unclear or confusing? Please give page and

A

paragraph:

2. Please note any features of this unit which were interesting, unusual or help

ful and should be retained:

Please suggest any changes which you feel would improve this unit:

4. Were you proVided with 'all the Materialsand instructions you needed to complete

the unit? If not, what.was Missing?,

. In yopt opinion, this, unit would be useful:' fOr:

. Put a check next to the words which describe yourfeelings about. this unit:

Clear Corifusing

Enjoyable Dull

Length OK ToO Long

Of Value to Me

a

Waste of Time

r,)
; 6
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